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In the field of molecular modeling and simulation, molecular surface meshes are necessary for many problems, such as molecular
structure visualization and analysis, docking problem and implicit solvent modeling and simulation. Recently, with the developments
of advanced mathematical modeling in the field of implicit solvent modeling and simulation, providing surface meshes with good
qualities eﬃciently for large real biomolecular systems becomes an urgent issue beyond its traditional purposes for visualization
and geometry analyses for molecular structure. In this review, we summarize recent works on this issue. First, various definitions
of molecular surfaces and corresponding meshing methods are introduced. Second, our recent meshing tool, TMSmesh, and its
performances are presented. Finally, we show the applications of the molecular surface mesh in implicit solvent modeling and
simulations using boundary element method (BEM) and finite element method (FEM).
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One main goal of computational structural biology/chemistry
is to understand the functions and mechanisms of biomolec-
ular systems and their relations to molecular structures with
a wide range of computational approaches. To achieve this,
proper and correct representation of the interface between
biomolecule and solvent, molecular surface, is a primary task.
In the field of implicit solvent modeling and continuum mod-
eling, the molecular surface is used to model the dielectric in-
terface which is the transition from the low-dielectric solute
region to the high-dielectric solvent region. It is also impor-
tant and useful in materials science and surface science [1].
Meshing molecular surface is a prerequisite for using bound-
ary element method (BEM) and finite element method (FEM)
in the implicit solvent models, and it is a more demanding
task than for the only purposes of visualization and/or ge-
ometry analyses of molecular structure. So far, due to the
highly complex and irregular shape of the molecular surface,
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eﬃcient meshing of molecular surface for large real
biomolecule with high quality remains a challenging prob-
lem. Actually, it was historically a great impediment to use
BEM/FEM in continuum modeling of large molecular sys-
tems.
The main purpose of this paper is to review the various def-
initions and meshing methods for molecular surface, includ-
ing our recent work, and introduce their applications in im-
plicit solvent modeling and simulation. Following this intro-
duction section, in Section 1, various definitions of molecular
surfaces and corresponding meshing methods are introduced.
In Section 2, our recent algorithm and software, TMSmesh,
are focused. We also made comparisons with some other
methods. In Section 3, a closely related topic, volume mesh
generation, is briefly discussed. In Section 4, we present
some numerical results of TMSmesh from preliminary exper-
iments and demonstrate its applicability to continuum mod-
eling of molecular system. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.
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1 Some definitions and meshing methods for
molecular surface
Various definitions of molecular surface exist, including the
van der Waals (VDW) surface, solvent accessible surface
(SAS) [2], solvent excluded surface (SES) [3], molecular skin
surface [4], the minimal molecular surface [5] and Gaussian
surface.
The VDW surface is defined as the surface of the union of
the spherical atomic surfaces with the VDW radius of each
atom in the molecule. The SAS and SES are represented by
the trajectory of the center and the interboundary of a rolling
probe on the VDW surface, respectively (Figure 1).
The molecular skin surface is the envelope of an infinite
family of spheres derived from atoms by convex combination
and shrinking. The minimal molecular surface is defined as a
result of the surface free energy minimization. Diﬀerent from
these definitions, the Gaussian surface is defined as a level set
of the summation of the Gaussian kernel functions as follows:







the parameter d is positive and controls the decay speed of
the kernel functions, ci and ri are the location and radius
of atom i, and t0 and d are usually set as 1 and 0.5. Com-
pared with other definitions of molecular surface, Gaussian
surface is smooth and more suitable to represent the elec-
tron density of a molecule [6]. The VDW surface, SAS and
SES can be approximated well by the Gaussian surface with
proper parameter selection [6, 7]. The Gaussian surface has
been widely used in many problems in computational biol-
ogy, such as docking problem [8], molecular shape compari-
son [9], calculating SAS area [10] and the generalized Born
models [11].
With various definitions of molecular surface that has been
proposed, numerous works have been devoted to the compu-





Figure 1 An illustration of VDW, SAS and SES.
For SAS and SES, the representative methods are as fol-
lows. Connolly’s method is the pioneer work on calculat-
ing the molecular surface and SAS analytically [12, 13]. In
Connolly’s work, molecular surface is represented by three
kinds of patches: convex spherical patches, saddle-shaped
toroidal patches, and concave spherical triangular patches.
These patches are identified by the number of atoms con-
tacted by the probe. In 1995, a popular program, GRASP,
for visualizing molecular surfaces was presented [14]. An
algorithm named SMART for triangulating SAS into curvi-
linear elements was proposed by Zauhar in [15]. Sanner et al.
presented a tool, named MSMS, for meshing the SES [16].
MSMS contains four algorithms. The first algorithm is to
compute the reduce surface of the atoms. The second algo-
rithm builds the analytical representation of the solvent ex-
cluded surface base on the reduce surface produced by the
first algorithm. The third algorithm handles the singularities
created by the second algorithm. The last one triangulates the
solvent excluded surface. MSMS is one of the most widely
used softwares for molecular surface triangulation because
of its high eﬃciency. In 1997, Vorobjev et al. [17] proposed
SIMS, a method of calculating a smooth invariant molecu-
lar dot surface, in which an exact method for removing self-
intersecting parts and smoothing the singular regions of the
SES was presented. Ryu et al. [18] proposed a method based
on Beta-shapes, which is a generalization of α shapes [19].
Can et al. [20] proposed LSMS to generate the SES on grid
points using level-set methods. In LSMS, the molecular sur-
face is reached by propagating an initial seed surface using
fast marching method [21].
For Skin surface, Chavent et al. [22] presented MetaM-
tal to visualize the molecular skin surface. Diﬀerent from
existing software that discretizes the surface with triangles
or grids, MetaMtal directly visualizes pixels on the molecu-
lar skin using a GPU accelerated ray-casting method. In the
skin surface meshing method proposed by Cheng et al. [23],
a quality molecular skin surface mesh is generated from De-
launay triangulation of the sample points on the skin surface.
For minimal molecular surface, Wei et al. [5] constructed
a surface-based energy functional, and use minimization and
isosurface extraction processes to obtain a so-called minimal
molecular surface. But meshing method was not focused in
their work.
For the Gaussian surface, existing techniques for triangu-
lating an implicit surface can be used to mesh the Gaussian
surface. These methods are divided into two main categories:
spatial partition and continuation methods. The well known
marching cubes method [24] and dual contouring method
[25] are examples of the spatial partition methods. In these
methods, 3D space is divided into cells and an underlying
continuous function, typically derived from a spatial density,
is assumed to define the surface. Polygonal faces approximat-
ing the surface are generated at appropriate cells by examin-
ing the signature of the signs of the function at the corners
of each cell. It is supposed that the underlying function is
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approximately linear in each cell. In 2006, Zhang et al. [26]
used a modified dual contouring method to generate meshes
for biomolecular structures. A later tool, GAMer [27, 28],
was developed for improving the qualities of the meshes of
Gaussian surface produced by marching cubes method.
The continuation methods [29–31] are of another category.
These methods mesh the implicit surface by growing current
polygonization’s border through adding new vertices. The
quality of mesh triangles is well controlled in these meshing
processes, but techniques for avoiding overlapping, filling the
gap between adjacent branches and selecting proper initial
triangles are required.
Software packages based on these surface definitions and
meshing methods generate acceptable meshes for visualiza-
tion purposes, but lead to diﬀerences in the calculation of free
energy and electrostatic properties. Also, some of them dis-
play poor performance in eﬃciency or numerical stability.
For example, we observed that MSMS, although highly ef-
ficient, generated from time to time non-manifolded meshes
with isolated nodes and intersecting triangles, and even failed
for large size molecules. Here, a surface is a manifold means
each point on the surface has a neighborhood homeomor-
phic to a disk in the real plane. Meshing a manifold surface
should also produce a manifold mesh, and a manifold mesh
means that the surface formed by all the elements of the mesh
is also a manifold. A low quality non-manifold mesh may
significantly slow down or even inhibit the convergence of
BEM/FEM calculations.
2 A robust manifold meshing method:
TMSmesh
TMSmesh is a method for triangular meshing of the Gaus-
sian surface [32, 33]. The trace technique which is a general-
ization of predictor-corrector technique is used in TMSmesh
to connect sampled surface points. In TMSmesh, there are
no problems of overlapping, gap filling, and selecting ini-
tial seeds that need to be considered in traditional continu-
ation methods, because the Gaussian surface is polygonized
by connecting presampled surface points. TMSmesh is capa-
ble of meshing Gaussian surface for biomolecules consisting
of more than one million atoms. The produced meshes of
TMSmesh are manifold meshes and applicable to BEM/FEM
simulations of bimolecular electrostatics.
The main points of TMSmesh are briefly reviewed as fol-
lows. The technical details of TMSmesh can be referred
to [32] and [33].
TMSmesh contains two main steps. The first step is to
compute the intersecting points between the molecular Gaus-
sian surface and the lines parallel to x-axis. In this step, the
molecule is placed in a three-dimensional orthogonal grid.
The boxes having no surface points are ruled out using the
estimated bounds of the implicit function φ(x) in each box.
In the remaining cubes, the intersect points between the sur-
face and the lines parallel to x-axis are found through root
finding algorithms.
In the second step, the sampled surface points are con-
nected through three algorithms to form loops, and the whole
closed manifold surface is decomposed into a collection of
patches enclosed by loops on the surface. The first is the
trace step which connects two adjacent topologically con-
nected surface points on the lines parallel to x-axis. In the
trace step, the predictor-corrector method is used to generate
the next corrected surface point from the current one, and the
topology connection is confirmed by checking the continuity
between the corrected and the current points. If the conti-
nuity is not fulfilled, the predictor-corrector is restarted from
the current point with a smaller step size. During this trace
process, some extreme point along α direction (α ∈ {x, y, z})
in the surface, i.e. the point x0 satisfying
∂φ(x)
∂α
|x=x0 = 0 and
φ(x0) = t0, is also found by checking the sign change of
∂φ(x)
∂α
on the traced path.
The second algorithm gives the sequence of the trace steps
on xy and xz planes to ensure the connected surface points
on lines parallel to x-axis forming loops on the surface. With
these two algorithms, all the sampled surface points are con-
nected and formed close loops on surface and the whole sur-
face is divided in to patches enclosed by these loops. Figure 2
illustrates a process of connecting the sampled surface points
to form close loops.
These patches are often non-single valued along at least
one of x, y, z directions, and may contain holes and tunnels. In
the step of triangulating the non-single valued patches, these
holes or tunnels may be missed, and intersections may oc-
cur. This causes diﬃculties in guaranteeing a triangulated
manifold and preserving the surface topology, even with very
small grid spaces. To avoid these diﬃculties, it is necessary to
dissect each patch enclosed by loop into single valued pieces




Figure 2 An illustration of a process of connecting the sampled sur-
face points to form close loops. The Gaussian molecular surface is in
blue color. Black points are intersecting points between the surface and
the lines parallel to x-axis. The white lines connected the intersect points
form polygons on the surface.
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In the third algorithm, the extreme points along the fold
curves are also connected using the trace algorithm. The fold
curves for x, y, z directions are defined as follows:
{




, α ∈ {x, y, z}.
Cutting the Gaussian surface defined in eq. (1) along fold
curves ensures the resulted pieces are single valued on x, y, z
directions. Then, these pieces can be treated as 2-dimensional
polygon and be easily triangulated through standard triangu-
lation algorithms [34]. The third algorithm ensures the re-
sulted meshes are manifolds without intersections and pre-
serve the topology of the surface. Figure 3 shows an example
that the fold curves dividing a surface patch into single valued
pieces on x, y, z directions.
Most of existing molecular surface meshing methods, such
as GRASP, MSMS, and LSMS were designed for molecular
visualization and geometry analysis in computational struc-
ture biology or structural bioinformatics. However, for ad-
vanced mathematical modeling in the field of implicit solvent
modeling using FEM/BEM, qualities of the produced meshes
usually need to be improved through carefully checking and
rearranging (eliminating the intersections between elements,
picking out the irregular nodes/edges/elements and rearrang-
ing the mesh) to make the meshes be manifold mesh. And
manifoldness is one of the primary requirements of the sur-

















Figure 3 An example of connecting surface extreme points along the
fold curves using the third algorithm in TMSmesh. The red curves are
fold curves. pi, i = 1, · · · , 8 are the intersection points between the Gaus-
sian surface and the lines parallel to x-axis. The black curves form a close
loop on the surface. The surface patch enclosed by the black loop is not
single valued along x, y directions and it is divided into four single valued
pieces along x, y directions by the fold curves. They are x1-p2-p3-x4-x5,
p1-x1-x5-x3-p8, x3-x5-x2-p6-p7, x5-x4-p4-p5-x2.
In [32] and [33], the performance of TMSmesh is shown to
be improved in the following aspects compared with MSMS.
Firstly, TMSmesh is robust. For our benchmark set consisting
of molecules with the number of atoms ranged from hundreds
to one millions, TMSmesh successfully produces all the sur-
face meshes. Secondly, the meshes produced by TMSmesh
have good qualities. To verify this, the histograms of ratios of
the longest edge length to the shortest length of each triangle
of the meshes show that TMSmesh produces less sharp trian-
gles. Also, it is found that TMSmesh has smoother conver-
gent behaviors of areas and volumes of surface meshes than
MSMS when the grid space tends to zero. Furthermore, as
presented in [33], TMSmesh generates manifold meshes and
preserved the topology of molecular surface. However, as to
the aspect of computational eﬃciency, although the compu-
tational complexity is linear with respect to the number of
atoms as showed in [32], the eﬃciency of TMSmesh still
needs to be improved.
In [32], we also compare TMSmesh with LSMS that is
a fast meshing and visualization software for molecular sur-
face using level-set method. TMSmesh is diﬀerent with
LSMS in the following aspects. Firstly, LSMS visualizes
the molecular surface based on cubic grids. Therefore, the
surfaces produced by LSMS deviate to certain considerable
degree from the molecular surface (unless the grid space is
small enough). Secondly, LSMS uses level-set method which
evolves a surface wrapped the molecular surface. It has a
computational complexity of O(L3), where L is the number
of grids in one dimension. Therefore, the memory require-
ment increases dramatically when L becomes large. For our
benchmark set, LSMS failed for two large molecules consist-
ing of more than half million atoms due to too large memory
requirements. For TMSmesh, the computational complexity
is O(N), where N is the number of atoms. The numerical tests
show that TMSmesh costs less memory, but more CPU time
than LSMS.
Diﬀering from another meshing tool for Gaussian surface,
GAMer [28], which also employs marching cubes method to
generate the initial surface mesh followed by using an angle-
based quality improvement algorithm to improve the surface
mesh qualities, TMSmesh generates the surface mesh directly
by several algorithms based on techniques of root finding,
predictor-corrector and tracing fold curves. With these tech-
niques, TMSmesh now can treat arbitrarily large biomolecule
in PDB, and the generated surface mesh is guaranteed to
be manifold mesh, and also importantly the surface mesh is
faithful to the original molecular surface geometry.
3 Volume mesh generation
The molecular surface mesh can be used for generation of
the corresponding surface conforming volume mesh. A tool
chain for high-quality biomolecule volume mesh generation
can be built by using a number of existing mesh generation
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tools. The tool chain has essentially three components: sur-
face meshing, quality improving, and volume mesh genera-
tion. First, triangular surface mesh can be generated using
the program TMSmesh or other tools. Second, the surface
mesh can be further treated or improved. For example, the
program ISO2Mesh [35] can be used to simplify the surface
mesh by reducing the number of faces or adding some points
to the surface mesh while keeping manifoldness, and perse-
vering the overall shape, volume and boundaries as much as
possible. Finally, in the third step, the tetrahedral volume
mesh is generated using a third party program such as Tet-
Gen [36]. A set of switches are used to control the behav-
ior of TetGen. In general, we use the switch command -pq
to get high-quality tetrahedral mesh. The -p switch reads a
piecewise linear complex (PLC) stored in file .poly or .smesh
and generates a constrained Delaunay tetrahedralization of
the PLC. The -q switch performs quality volume mesh gen-
eration by Shewchuks Delaunay refinement algorithm [37].
4 Application of molecular surface mesh to
BEM and FEM in continuum modeling of
molecular systems
The molecular surface mesh generated by many current mesh
generation softwares can be applied to molecular visualiza-
tion and analysis of surface area, topology, and volume in
computational structure biology and structural bioinformat-
ics. Furthermore, molecular surface mesh can be applied
to some advanced mathematical modeling of biomolecules,
which places demands upon the quality and the rigorous
topology of the surface and volume meshes. In our previous
work [32], we have already shown that the mesh generated
by TMSmesh can be successfully applied to BEM calcula-
tions with better convergence performance and lead to rea-
sonable results. The volume tetrahedral mesh generated from
the TMSmesh surface mesh by the tool chain described in
this review also show good performance in the usage of FEM
computations [38].
Here, we used a relatively large molecule to show the ap-
plications of molecular surface mesh to FEM computation.
The protein is a protongated ion channel from Gloeobac-
ter violaceus (GLIC, PDB code: 3ehz), and the structure is
taken from a MD simulation trajectory [39]. GLIC consists
of 25300 atoms, in 100 Å × 80 Å × 128 Å dimensions. In
our experiments, the molecular surface meshes generated by
MSMS, with 1/Å2 density and either 1.5 or 1.4 Å of probe ra-
dius, contained many isolated nodes. Such topological faults
inhibited successful volume mesh generation. In comparison,
the molecular surface mesh generated by the TMSmesh, with
329764 triangular elements and 164523 nodes (Figure 4), al-
lowed successful volume mesh generation and FEM calcula-
tion.
Figure 4 shows an example of an unstructured tetrahedral
volume mesh and a triangulated surface mesh of GLIC by
using a meshing tool chain as described in Section 3.
Figure 5 shows the FEM results of Poisson-Boltzmann
electrostatic potential of GLIC. A very smooth numerical so-
lution is obtained over the molecular surface.
5 Conclusion
Various molecular surface definitions and surface meshing
methods have been reviewed in this paper. In particular, the
focus is put on a challenging and urgent issue — eﬃcient and
quality mesh generation of large molecular surface, because
it is required for a range of emerging approaches in mathe-
matical modeling of biomolecular systems.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4 An example of mesh generation for GLIC. (a) Cross section
of the whole tetrahedral volume mesh; (b) a close-up view of the fine
mesh around the molecule, whose body is colored by red; (c) the trian-
gular boundary mesh conforming to the molecular surface; (d) a close-up









Figure 5 Surface electrostatic potential of GLIC. (a) A side view of
surface electrostatic potential from the Poisson-Boltzmann solution. The
color scale is from −5 (red) to 6 (blue) kcal/mol·e. (b) A top view of the
surface electrostatic potential.
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Among these methods, TMSmesh is detailed in this re-
view, and it is shown as an eﬀective and robust way to get
high-quality Gaussian molecular surface mesh in the sense
that: (1) Arbitrary-sized molecule available in PDB can be
stably handled by TMSmesh on a typical desktop or laptop
machine, even for the not “good” molecular structures (such
as ones with strong atomic clashes), (2) TMSmesh produces
meshes with good quality (manifoldness, uniformness), and
(3) the generated surface mesh preserves the original molec-
ular surface features and properties (topology, surface area
and enclosed volume, and local curvature). The meshes are
also shown to be successfully applicable to numerical sim-
ulations with BEM/FEM. Furthermore, the meshing method
developed in TMSmesh can be generalized for meshing dif-
ferent types of implicit surfaces emerging in other fields, such
as computer graphics, medical imaging, geometry modeling
and structural optimization and simulation [40, 41].
In order to simulate more complicated and wider ranges
of biophysical processes using a variety of numerical tech-
niques and modeling approaches, the current meshing meth-
ods need improvements. Firstly, the surface mesh quality
needs to be further improved, as it influences the generation
and quality of volume mesh, and the mesh quality closely
relates to the condition number of the generated linear sys-
tem in BEM/FEM, and consequently influences the perfor-
mances of their numerical computations. Secondly, the eﬃ-
ciency seems to be the current bottleneck in some possible
applications where the mesh needs to be either generated for
large systems or generated frequently, such as in multiple-
conformational analysis, BEM or FEM-based implicit sol-
vent MD simulations [42, 43].
Finally, for implicit solvent modeling, which surface def-
inition is the best is still hard to concluded, as some other
factors (like the atomic radii) in the setup of a implicit sol-
vent calculation can also aﬀect the final results. In the fu-
ture, diﬀerent definitions, including the new definitions based
on nonadditivity relation [44] or more generalized entropy
form [45], and the meshing approaches will need systematic
studies and comparisons with experiments or other computa-
tional methods.
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